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Abstract
Objective: To describe a support tool for teaching astronomy based on immersive virtual reality, which contains an
educational proposal based on interactive activities. Methods: The application allows the user to demonstrate, know and
learn through several immersive virtual activities which enable and encourage the exploration and dissemination of topics
related to astronomy. Concepts related to the objects of the Solar System, the types of Orbits and the phenomenon of
Stellar Parallax are presented. Findings: The application serves as teaching material, allowing strengthening astronomical,
physical and mathematical concepts in the user’s learning process, additionally, the application allows teachers to be
encouraged to incorporate new technologies in the classroom. Application: The application can be used in any context,
either from a classroom, from home or for expository purposes about the topics contained in the virtual experience.
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1.

Introduction

Virtual reality is called to be one of the consumer technologies that will accompany the public in the coming
years, many high-level companies are gradually increasing investment resources and research in technologies
related to this field1–4. The developments of virtual reality
generated today are characterized by covering multiple
disciplines, by the search for a complete immersion, by
the enrichment of experiences using a variety of complementary devices and by the wide spectrum of applications
in industry, in entertainment and in education.
The virtual reality has made contributions in various contexts4, particularly in astronomy, has helped and
encouraged the improvement of research processes and
learning processes. The use of these technologies has
allowed creating applications5–10 with virtual reality and
augmented reality or issues with outer space11–13 generating new alternatives to show several topics, among them
the Solar System, the phases of the Moon, among others.
Multiple applications developed today have been made
using the Internet8–10, using interactive videos, planetariums in scenarios such as fulldome9 or museum14,
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with the use of programs such as VRML (Virtual Reality
Modelling Language)14. These materials have been used
to motivate users in order to improve performance in the
learning process.
This document presents a proposal of didactic material to support the teaching of basic astronomy using software based on immersive virtual reality. The application
addresses issues about the Solar System, the types of orbit
and the phenomenon of Stellar Parallax. The intention is
to encourage the user to explore and investigate the study
of astronomy, for which interactive activities were carried
out relating each of the topics and allowing the user to be
immersed in an interplanetary trip.
Each of the proposed activities contains work guides
making use of explanatory audios, which narrate and
describe concepts as changes are generated during each
activity. Some of the concepts that the user evidences in
each of the activities are: the gravitational attraction force
between the sun and the planets, the gravitational attraction between the Earth and the artificial satellites in orbit,
the first and third Kepler’s law, the difference that each
orbit has according to the distance in which each celestial
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lite, observing the planet Earth from different
references in movement, meanwhile they are
narrating how the Earth’s gravity influences the
stability of the satellite and what are the conditions and properties of each position, going into
details about the geostationary orbits.
• In the third theme the phenomenon of the Star
Parallax is exemplified. An activity was generated in which the user can experience how this
comparison technique is used. For this, three
different star groups were implemented, which
represent 3 different cases of the same phenomenon. The immersion generated allows
the experience to be novel with respect to the
exemplification of this particular topic. The purpose of the activity is to show the user how this
phenomenon is analyzed and what the apparent
movement that the stars have in a period of 6
months. The teaching process is also achieved
through analogies of everyday life relating parallax terms and detailing this phenomenon in other
contexts, such as photography, applications with
the Pythagorean Theorem, among others.

body is and its period of rotation, the parallax phenomenon, among others.

2.

Methodology

The product developed is an immersive virtual reality
application for mobile platforms. It was generated with
the intention of being used as a tool to support the teaching of concepts related to basic astronomy, with or without the direct accompaniment of a teacher.

2.1 Proposed Activities
The activities developed are divided into three parts:
• The first part of the application is composed
of three activities on the Solar System theme,
in the first activity the movements of the bodies of the Solar System are evidenced: The Sun,
the planets and comets; This scenario shows the
movements of rotation and translation of each
planet around the Sun including some comets,
the intention is for the user to relate and visually
strengthen the concepts of the conformation of
the Solar System, the distances, sizes and spatial
location of each element in orbit. In the second
activity an interplanetary trip is made, during
the displacement the planets are visited while
narrating details related to what is observed, in
particular the calculation of the relative age of
the user in years, months and days referring to
each body visited. The objective is to detail the
characteristics that each planet has regarding its
rotation, translation, size, the number of moons
that it orbits in each one and to show the relative
that it is a day or a year using the age of the user
as reference of comparison. The third activity
corresponds to the visit to a planetary gallery; in
this case the bodies are presented in a way that
allows the contrast of their characteristics.
• The second part is based on the theme of orbits,
using as reference the artificial satellites of the
earth. An activity was generated in which the
differences between each type of orbit of the
satellites are described, related to their relative
location and the functionalities that each one
has in telecommunications. The dive allows the
user to travel the orbit generated by each satel-
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2.2 Interaction Mechanics
The control of the application is made using a cursor
which moves according to the movements of the head,
the cursor allows click by focusing for a few seconds the
interactive elements within the scenario. This interaction
mechanics has the advantage of not requiring the use
of an external button, for example, the keyboard or the
mouse. Each interactive activity was created in order to
be comfortable for the user, so that he does not move his
head backwards, just keep the front view generating 250°.
When you start the application, you will find the main
menu, this menu has the option to “Start” and the user
can choose this button in a time of 2 seconds. Then, to
travel in each of the scenes, the user has the option of
choosing which activity to explore.

3.

Results and Discussion

The application addresses three themes based on the concepts of astronomy so that the user, besides observing and
evidencing each event, can interact in the virtual environment and listen to its explanation. Next, the final stations
selected to be part of the application will be described.
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3.1 Movements in the Solar System
Upon entering the scenario called “Solar System” the user
can learn and verify knowledge related to the application
of Kepler’s laws. In particular the first law related to the
movement of each planet around the Sun, in addition, the
demonstration of the third law related to the time it takes
the planet to perform its trajectory of translation with
the average distance of the Sun, the user checks this law
observing the location of each planet with its respective
characteristics, the periods of rotation and translation.
Another theme is the visualization of the Moon’s orbit
demarcating its trajectory of rotation around the Earth,
the importance of observing the Moon’s orbit is that by
means of its rotation it generates the phases of the moon,

besides the verification that natural satellites comply with
Kepler’s laws and the user evidences the translation generated by the Moon to the passage of the translation of the
Earth, shown in Figure 1. The user can activate this option
by means of the button “See orbit of the Moon” and if you
want to visualize the solar system again, choose the “View
Solar System” button.
The user can change the frame of reference from which
he will observe the phenomenon, since he can do it taking as reference any object within the scene, this allows,
for example, to show the movement that the Sun has and
in general the whole system with respect to the galaxy
Figure 2. The idea is that the user will be able to compare both the dynamic and the static movements of the

Figure 1. Orbit of the Moon.
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Solar System, analysing and concluding that the Universe
is in constant movement and growth not only the planets,
natural satellites, comets and the Sun, but the variety of
galaxies that make it up.
The activity consists in entering the age of the user,
focusing with the pointer the numbers that are located in
the bottom part, then the information of the age in years

and days elapsed in the Earth will be shown, this is due to
the period of rotation which is 24 hours and its translation of 365 days. Later this information can be contrasted
with the rest of the planets of the solar system, making it
possible for each user to observe what their age would be
in terms of years and days of each planet. The user has the
freedom to choose which planet he wants to visit, there he

Figure 2. Movement of the Solar System together with the translation of each planet.

Figure 3. Planetary gallery for the calculation of ages.
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will be able to visualize the information of the age in years
and days that he would have in that planet. The importance is that as you move away from the sun the age will
be less and less, in addition to the purpose of comparing
the data, at the end of the activity conclusions are generated that allow contrasting the information presented
(Figure 3).

3.2 Types of Orbits
This interactive activity aims to expose some types of orbit
using as reference the planet Earth and satellites used for
telecommunications. It is expected that the user will learn
to differentiate the types of orbit that is generated around
the Earth, identifying the position of the artificial satellite, its stability from the Earth’s gravity, the conservation

of energies and its functionalities that it contributes to
communications. . Initially, when entering the activity, the user will visualize the Earth with three orbits in
motion: The Geostationary Orbit (GEO), the Low Orbit
(LEO) and the elliptical or High Orbit (HEO) with its
respective artificial satellite. The activity has an explanation that makes evident the parameters and the associated
concepts, among them, the distance in which each satellite is located, its speed in a round around the Earth and
the functionality that they have in communications and
in the taking pictures.

3.3 Stellar Parallax
The fourth scene explains how the distances between the
stars are measured. This phenomenon applies to relatively

Figure 4. Projection from Planet Earth to the two stars.
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close stars, because farther stars have very small parallax
angles that are difficult to measure. The user can demonstrate this phenomenon by interacting with a group of
stars. Initially, the user will be located at a point near the
line of the Equator and the distance between the Earth
and the chosen stars will be drawn with lines forming a
type of right triangle (Figures 4 and 5). During the translation of the planet Earth, the change of position that
apparently has the stars of the closest one to the most
distant one after six months is visualized (Figure 6). In
this period the maximum distance that there is of a star is
calculated, the other with the point of reference that is the
Earth. The user can perform this procedure with several
examples that we consider representative on the subject,
which will allow him to argue and show the changes that
occur when being in a different perspective.

The described application consists of several interactive activities that are proposed in order to strengthen
specific concepts of astronomy. The user is expected to
investigate, deduce, analyse, reflect and interpret what the
characteristics and structures of celestial bodies, planets,
comets, stars and others are really like and take it as an
innovative technological resource used to explain differently and lucid concrete astronomy using an interplanetary trip as a base. The application allows teachers to
be encouraged to incorporate new technologies in the
classroom, allowing them to teach with a scientific conception of the entire universe, seeking that the process is
not learning by transmission but an interactive learning.
It is expected that schools incorporate applications such
as the proposal, so that their students are interested in
researching, discovering, understanding, developing the

Figure 5. Projection from Planet Earth to the two stars forming a right triangle.
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Figure 6. Projection of the stars after 6 months of translation of the Earth.

observation capacity, allowing the formulation of questions and hypothesis statements and build their own
knowledge in a virtual experience.
The application can be used in any context, either
from a classroom, from home or for expository purposes
about the topics contained in the virtual experience, the
important thing is that anyone can interact and learn new
concepts in a didactic way, experiencing the sensation
of being immersed in virtual scenarios, creating a wider
and richer vision of the world that surrounds us and of
what could happen in the future not only with the planet
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Earth but in each one of the bodies that make up the
universe.

4.

Conclusions

The didactic experience was designed with the purpose of
contributing to the learning processes in the education of
astronomical subjects using concepts such as the conformation of the Solar System, its movements and planets,
the types of orbit and the phenomenon of stellar parallax, using reality Virtual as a strategy. The application
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serves as teaching material, allowing strengthening astronomical, physical and mathematical concepts in the user’s
learning process, through the illustrations and animations
of astronomy events for the incorporation of technological tools in any environment, generating motivation to
research and experimentation of new advances.
In each of the activities of the application the user
will have a closer approximation to the planets according
to their shape, spatial location, approximate size and in
their movements or of some satellites orbiting around the
Earth, in order to create the immersion in a virtual world.
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